
STA 961 Leture 5 Duke URandom Walks and Hitting ProbabilitiesLet (
;F;P) be the unit interval 
 = (0; 1℄ with Lebesgue measure P(dx) = dx, and de�ne a sequeneof random variables bn on (
;F;P) by bn(!) = (b2n!) mod 2;the nth \bit" in the binary expansion ! = Pn bn2�n. The random variable b1 is equal to zero on (0; 1=2℄and one on (1=2; 1℄; b2 is equal to zero on (0; 1=4℄ [ (1=2; 3=4℄ and one on (1=4; 1=2℄ [ (3=4; 1℄; bn is equal tozero on a union of 2n�1 intervals, eah of length 2�n (for a total length of 1=2), and is equal to one on theomplementary set, also of length 1=2. Thus P[dn = 0℄ = P[dn = 1℄ = 1=2. (Note about simulation on 32-bitomputers).The smallest ��algebra Fn over whih d1; :::; dn are all measurable is just the �eld onsisting of all(�nite) unions Fn = f[i(ai=2n; bi=2n℄g of left-open intervals with dyadi-rational endpoints. Eah set inFn an be spei�ed by listing whih of the 2n intervals ( i2n ; i+12n ℄ (0 � i < 2n) it ontains, so there are 22nsets in Fn altogether.Lebesgue measure P assigns the length b � a to any interval (a; b℄, so it is determined on Fn easily,but the restrition of P is also determined on Fn simply by the joint probability distribution of b1; :::; bn:IID Bernoulli RV's, eah with P[bi = 1℄ = 1=2. For eah number p, 0 < p < 1, we an make a similarmeasure �p on (
;Fn) by foring �p[bn = 1℄ = p; for example, the four intervals in F2 would have proba-bilities [(1�p)2, p(1�p), , p(1�p), and p2℄ instead of [1=4, 1=4, 1=4, 1=4℄. This determines a measure on eahFn, whih uniquely determine a measure �n on F = Wn Fn. While �0:5 is just Lebesgue measure P, theother �p's are new.Now let x be any integer and de�ne two stohasti proesses Sn and Xn for n � 0 by Sn = Pni=1 biand Xn = x +Pni=1 [2bi � 1℄ = x + 2Sn � n. The sum Sn is alled the \partial sums of fbng," and Xn isalled a one-dimensional \Random Walk starting at x." If the probability measure is P = �0:5 the randomwalk is alled \symmetri," and otherwise asymmetri. As before set Tj = inf[n : Xn = j℄, the �rst hittingtime of state j. For some integers a � x and b � x, I want to alulate (in several di�erent ways) thequantities Fa;b(x) =Pr[Xn = b before Xn = ajX0 = x℄ = Pr[Ta > TbjX0 = x℄Ea;b(x) =E[Ta ^ TbjX0 = x℄One way: Di�erene EquationsNote that Fa;b(a) = 0 and Fa;b(b) = 1, while for a < x < b, Fa;b(x) = (1�p)Fa;b(x�1)+(p)Fa;b(x+1). Thus[Fa;b(x+1)�Fa;b(x)℄ = [Fa;b(x+2)�Fa;b(x+1)℄ p1�p = 1� p1�p��x, or F (x) =Pa�i<x[Fa;b(i+1)�Fa;b(i)℄ =2�( p1�p )�a � ( p1�p )�x�. The solution is:Fa;b(x) = 8><>: x�ab�a if p = 1=2� p1�p�b�x�� p1�p�b�a1�� p1�p�b�a if p 6= 1=2Starting with a fortune of x = 10 and playing Roulette, whih o�ers a hane p = 1838 � 0:47368 ofwinning and 1�p = 2038 � 0:52632 of losing (so p1�p = 1820 = 0:9), the hane of gaining $1 before goingbroke (reahing a fortune of b = 11 before falling to a = 0) is 0:911�10�0:911�01�0:911�0 = 0:9�0:31381:0�0:3138 = 0:8543, while a\fair" game with p = 1�p = 1=2 would give 10�011�0 = 0:9091; starting with a fortune of x = 1000 and playinguntil winning $100 or losing everything, the hanes are 0:9100�0:911001�0:91100 � 0:9100 � 0:00002656, while again afair game would yield Fa;b(1000) = 10=11. Biased random walks don't move very far against the bias.The expetation of the length of time Ta;b = Ta ^ Tb until hitting a or b an be alulated in the sameway. For the symmetri random walk, we have Ga;b(a) = 0 = Ga;b(b) andGa;b(x) =E[Ta ^ TbjX0 = x℄ = 1 + (1�p)Ga;b(x�1) + pGa;b(x+1)=( (x� a)(b� x) p = 1=2x�a1�2p � b�a1�2p ( p1�p )b�x�( p1�p )b�a1�( p1�p )b�a p 6= 1=2



STA 961 Leture 5 Duke UA symmetri random walk starting at 1000 would be ten times more likely to hit 1100 �rst than 0, andwould take on average about 100,000 steps to do either, while a roulette player starting with $1000 andplaying until he wins another $100 or loses it all, is almost ertain to lose but it will take an average of18,999.4487 tries. If p < 1=2 we an take the limit as b!1 above, and see that the probability of eventual\ruin" tends to one and the expeted wait until ruin tends to ETa = x�a1�2p , or 10001�2�18=38 = 19000; evidentlywe are very lose to the limit already.Another way: MartingalesThe proess Mn = � p1�p��Xn is a Martingale, sineE[Mn+1jMn℄ =Mn � E�� p1� p�Xn�Xn+1�=Mn � �p� p1� p��1 + (1� p)� p1� p�+1�=Mn � �(1� p) + p� =Mn:We will see later from Doob's so-alled optional sampling theorem that it follows not only that EMt =M0 = ( p1�p )�x for �xed times t, but also for ertain random times inluding t = Ta ^ Tb. This implies� p1� p��x =M0 = EMTa^Tb= P[Ta < Tb℄E[MTa jTa < Tb℄ + P[Ta > Tb℄E[MTb jTa > Tb℄= [1� Fa;b(x)℄ � p1� p��a + [Fa;b(x)℄ � p1� p��b;= � p1� p��a + [Fa;b(x)℄ h� p1� p��b � � p1� p��a�;leading to a shorter and more diret alulation of Fa;b(x) when p 6= 1=2; a simpler argument using Mn =Xn gives the result when p = 1=2.The proess Mn = Xn � n[2p� 1℄ is also a Martingale, sine we have exatly subtrated the expetedhange in Xn; this implies thatx =M0 = EMTa^Tb= P[Ta < Tb℄E[XTa � Ta[2p� 1℄jTa < Tb℄ + P[Ta > Tb℄E[XTb � Tb[2p� 1℄jTa > Tb℄= (1� Fa;b(x)) a + Fa;b(x) b� [2p� 1℄E[Ta ^ TbjX0 = x℄;leading to a shorter and more diret alulation of Ga;b(x) when p 6= 1=2; a simpler argument using Mn =(Xn)2 � n gives the result when p = 1=2. The art lies in reognizing the martingales that will lead to simplesolutions; for most proesses Xn there are almost mehanial ways of loating \preditable" proesses An,Bn, and Cn (depending only on X1,...,Xn�1) so that the three proessesM1n = Xn �AnM2n = (Xn)2 �BnM3n = e�Xn��22 Cnare eah martingales; for our example we needed M1 with An = n[2p � 1℄, M2 (for the ase p = 1=2) withBn = n, and M3 (with � = � log p1�p , so that Cn � 0). In fat these three almost always will do the trik!
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